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In this paper we study infinite horizon convex problems of Lagrange in which
hereditary effects in the state are present. The objective functional in these
w .problems is an improper integral defined over the time interval 0,q ` . Dictated
by applications arising in mathematical economics we do not assume a priori that
these improper integrals converge and therefore we consider overtaking optimal
solutions. This concept arose in the economics literature in the 1960s. We extend
known results for the analogous nondelay problem providing sufficient conditions
for the existence of an overtaking optimal solution. Our proof rests on the
assumption that a particular delay differential inclusion enjoys a strong asymptotic
  ..stability property called property S . Examples are given to indicate the applica-
bility of these results. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of infinite horizon optimal control problems arose from
society's need to determine long-term economic growth policies. These
models typically take the form of a Lagrange problem in either optimal
control or the calculus of variations in which the objective functional is
described by an improper integral whose integrand is time independent.
Dictated by several simple examples it has been recognized that the
convergence of these functionals is not necessarily guaranteed. This led to
a rethinking of the traditional concept of an optimum and subsequently
led to a hierarchy of notions of optimality e.g., overtaking optimal, weakly
.overtaking optimal . These ideas are fully developed in the monograph of
w xCarlson, Haurie, and Leizarowitz 5 for a variety of systems.
The role of time delays in economic growth models has been recognized
w xat least as early as the work of Kalecki 10 in modeling business cycles.
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w xIndeed it is stated in Gandolfo 8 that:
 .The fundamental reason that we discuss such systems is that we think that
mixed differential]difference equations are much more suitable than differen-
tial equations alone for an adequate treatment of dynamic economic phe-
nomena.
With regards to optimal economic growth the study of such models has just
recently begun to be addressed. Recently there has been a renewed
interest in the role of time delays in modeling economic growth and we
w xrefer the reader to Chukwu 7 to a generalization of Kalacki's model in
which a nonlinear functional differential equation of neutral type is
utilized. In that paper, the major concern is controllability and not opti-
mality. That this work will be of interest for the study of overtaking
optimality is indicated in the exposition to follow, most notably in Assump-
tion 3.2.
w xIn the present work we extend the work of Leizarowitz 12 in which the
existence of an overtaking optimal solution is established for analogous
models without time delay. The proof of his existence result rests on the
 .  .asymptotic convergence property S see below holding for a special
convex differential inclusion. Conditions for this property to hold, in the
w xnondelay case are investigated in Leizarowitz 11 in which it is demon-
strated that, in the sense of asymptotic stability, the class of differential
inclusions of interest are analogous to a linear ordinary differential system.
w x  .As in 12 our overtaking optimality result also relies on property S
holding for an analogous hereditary differential inclusion. Conditions for
this desired property to hold will be investigated in a future work and we
content ourselves here by presenting several examples for which this
desired property holds. Other results concerning infinite horizon optimiza-
tion models with delay that utilize the overtaking optimality concept are
w xfound in Carlson 3 who considers dynamics that are governed by an
integro-differential equation with a possibly infinite delay. Another result
that is related to the problems treated here is given in the paper of
w xCarlson et al. 4 which treats infinite dimensional models whose dynamics
are governed by an abstract linear evolution on a Hilbert space. While the
primary interest of that work is for distributed parameter systems it is well
known that one can treat certain classes of functional differential equa-
tions with these techniques. We emphasize here that we work in the state
w xspace C yr, 0 , the space of continuous n-vector valued functions withn
the uniform topology, which is not a Hilbert space. The plan of our paper
is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model and basic assumptions
assumed throughout the paper. In addition we introduce the overtaking
optimality concept that concerns us here. Section 3 is devoted to introduc-
ing an associated problem of Lagrange and establishing the existence of a
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minimizer for this problem. In Section 4 we give conditions for the
existence of an overtaking optimal solution. To illustrate the applicability
of our results we provide two examples in Section 5 and we end our
discussion with some concluding remarks in Section 6.
2. THE MODEL AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
For each positive integer n g N we let R n denote n-dimensional eu-
5 5 2  : n 2clidean space with the usual metric x s x, x s  x , for x sÇ Ç Çks1 k
 . n w xx , x , . . . , x g R . For a, b g R, with a - b we let C a, b denote the1 2 n n
set of all n-vector valued continuous functions defined on the closed
w x ninterval a, b into R considered as a normed space with the supremum
w xnorm. That is, for each x g C a, bn
5 5 5 5x s sup x t : a F t F b . 4 .Ç`
We consider an infinite horizon hereditary Lagrange problem whose
w xobjective function, defined on 0, T , for T ) 0 is given by
T
J x s L x , x t dt , 2.1 .  .  . .ÇHT t
0
w x n  4where L : C yr, 0 = R ª R j q` is a given function, r G 0 is a fixedn
w x w xpositive constant, and for t g 0, T and x g C 0, T we define x gn t
w x  .  .  . w . nC yr, 0 by x s s x t q s . We seek a function x ? : yr,q ` ª Rn t
 . w x  .that i satisfies a fixed initial condition x ' w g C yr, 0 and ii0 n
 . minimizes 2.1 as T ª `. This, of course, requires more regularity than
.mere continuity on the class of functions we need to consider, but
additionally requires us to modify our notion of minimum since letting
T ª ` yields a possibly divergent improper integral. These additional
requirements are given in the following definitions.
 . w . nDEFINITION 2.1. We say a function x ? : yr, ` ª R is a trajectory if
w xx N g C yr, 0 and if for each T ) 0, x N is absolutely continu-wyr , 0x n w0, T x
5  .5   ..ous, the function t ¬ x t is bounded and the map t ª L x , x t isÇt
w .locally Lebesgue integrable on 0, ` . If additionally the trajectory satisfies
 .the fixed initial condition, x N s w we call x ? an admissible trajec-wyr , 0x
tory.
 .DEFINITION 2.2. We say that an admissible trajectory x* ? is
 .1. strongly optimal if lim J x9 - ` and if for any admissibleT ª` T
 .trajectory, say x ? .
lim J x* F lim inf J x . 2.2 .  .  .T T
Tª` Tª`
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2. overtaking optimal if for each « ) 0 and admissible trajectory
Ã Ã Ã .   ..x ? there exists T s T « , x ? ) 0 so that for all T F T
T TU UL x , x t dt - L x , x t dt q « . 2.3 .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH Ht t
0 0
3. weakly overtaking optimal if for each « ) 0, admissible trajectory
Ã .x ? , and T ) 0 there exists T ) T such that
Ã ÃT TU UL x , x t dt - L x , x t dt q « . 2.4 .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH Ht t
0 0
With these definitions our problem is more precisely stated as that of
 .finding an overtaking or weakly overtaking optimal trajectory.
Of paramount importance in studying infinite horizon optimization
problems is the asymptotic convergence of an optimal trajectory toward an
exceptional steady state trajectory often called the ``turnpike.'' An analysis
w xof this property for hereditary control systems is considered in 1 , where it
is shown that, in general, one cannot expect an optimal trajectory to
approach a turnpike. Instead, all one can show is that generally, the
optimal solution will oscillate around the turnpike in the sense that
U5 5lim inf x s y x s 0, 4 .t
tª` yrFsF0
in which x denotes the turnpike. Therefore, to achieve a stronger conver-
gence property requires additional assumptions. Specificly we make the
following assumptions.
w x nAssumption 2.1. We assume that the function L : C yr, 0 = R ªn
 4R j q` is convex, lower semicontinuous, and, additionally, satisfies the
coercivity condition
L h , ¨ .
5 5 5 5ª q` as h q ¨ ª q`. 2.5 .`5 5 5 5h q ¨`
 . w x n  .Assumption 2.2. The set D s h, ¨ g C yr, 0 = R : L h, ¨ -n
4q` is nonempty, closed, and convex.
 . w . nAssumption 2.3. There exists a trajectory x ? : yr, ` ª R which is aÄ
locally absolutely continuous i.e., x N is absolutely continuous for allÄ w a, b x
.   . 4yr F a - b such that the family F s x ? : t G 0 is a compact subset ofÄt
w xC yr, 0 . That is, the family, F, is closed, equicontinuous, and equi-n
bounded.
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With these assumptions we have the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, there exists a
 .constant admissible trajectory x such that x, 0 g D.
w x nProof. For T G 0 define D : yr, 0 ª R by the formulaT
1 1T T
D s s x s dt s x t q s dt. .  .  .Ä ÄH HT tT T0 0
As F is compact, for each « ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that whenever
< < 5  .  .5 < <s y s9 - d we have x s y x s9 - « for all t ) 0. Thus, for s y s9Ä Ät t
- d we have
1 T
5 5 5 5D s y D s9 F x x y x s9 dt - « .  .  .  .Ä ÄHT T t tT 0
5  .5for all T G 0. Further, there exists K ) 0 so that for all t G 0, x ? - KÄ `t
and so we also have
5 5D ? F K . . `T
Ä   . 4Therefore the set F s D ? : T G 0 is a relatively compact subset ofT
w xC yr, 0 . Additionally, we observe that as a result of the compactness ofn
F,
D s q h y D s 1 x s q h y x s .  .  .  .Ä ÄTT T t t
D s s lim s lim dt .Ç Ç HT h T hhª0 hª0 0
1 T Çs x s dt , .ÄH tT 0
 .  .thus establishing that D ? is differentiable on yr, 0 for each T ) 0. AsT
Äa result of the compactness of F there exists a sequence T ª q` asj
n . w x  .  .j ª ` and a function x ? : yr, 0 ª R such that D ? ª x ? . More-Tj
over, we also have since F is equibounded that
1 Tj ÇD s s x s ds .  .Ç ÄHT tj T 0j
x T q s y x s .Ä Ä .js
Tj
ª 0 as j ª `.
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5  .5On the other hand, since D s F 2 KrT , it follows that for eachÇT jfw xs g yr, 0 we have, by the bounded convergence theorem,
x s s lim D s .  .Tjjª`
s
s lim D yr q D t dt .  .ÇHT Tj jjª` yr
s x yr . .
 .  .Thus x s ' x yr is a constant function. In addition, we note that as D
is closed and convex we have, by Jensen's inequality, that for each j g N
1 1T Tj j Çx ? dt , x t dt s D ? , D 0 g D , .  .  .  .Ä Ä ÇH H  .t T Tj j /T T0 0j j
 .which upon letting j ª ` gives us x, 0 g D as desired.
Remark 2.1. Assumption 2.2 given above is redundant since it is
 .implied by having L ?, ? lower semicontinuous and convex. We have
included it for definiteness.
3. THE ASSOCIATED PROBLEM OF LAGRANGE
The proposition given in the last section motivates the following stronger
assumptions.
nAssumption 3.1. There exists a unique constant vector x g R so that
 .   . .x, 0 g D here x is considered as the constant function x s ' x and a
nconstant vector p g R so that
 :L x , 0 F L h , ¨ q p , ¨ , .  .
 .for all h, ¨ g D.
Remark 3.1. The constant function x is called a supported equilibrium
w xin Angell and Carlson 1 .
Remark 3.2. The above assumption is stronger than that assumed in
the ordinary differential equation case. In that situation, the existence of x
and p is assured through solving the finite dimensional convex program-
ming problem
max L x , 0 : x , 0 g D , 4 .  .
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and appealing to standard Kuhn]Tucker theorems. In the case considered
here this static optimization problem is not finite-dimensional and the
existence of constant functions x and p is much more difficult. Generally
w xspeaking the best one can have in this setting is x g C yr, 0 and p in ann
appropriate ``dual space.'' For examples of models for which this assump-
w xtion holds we refer the reader to 1 and to the examples given in Sec-
tion 5.
w xWith this assumption in force we define a new function L : C yr, 0 =0 n
n q  4R ª R j q` by
 :L h , ¨ s L h , ¨ y L x , 0 q p , ¨ . .  .  .Ç0
 .  .We observe that L ?, ? enjoys the same regularity as L ?, ? . That is0
 .L ?, ? is lower semicontinuous, convex, and satisfies the coercivity condi-0
tion
L h , ¨ .0
5 5 5 5ª ` as h q ¨ ª `.`5 5 5 5h q ¨`
Finally, we replace Assumption 2.3 with the following one.
Ã .Assumption 3.2. There exists an admissible trajectory x ? and a T ) 0Ã
Ã .such that x t ' x for all t G T y r.Ã
Remark 3.3. It is an easy matter to see that if Assumption 3.2 holds
then Assumption 2.3 holds immediately.
ÃObserve that under Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 we have for all T G T that
T ÇJ x s L x , x t dt .  .Ã Ã Ã .HT 0 t
0





0 F inf L x , x t dt : x ? is admissible - `. .  . .ÇH 0 t 5
0
This allows us to seek a minimizer of the associated problem of Lagrange,
consisting of minimizing the improper integral functional
`
J x s L x , x t dt .  . .Ç ÇH 0 t
0
over all admissible trajectories, x. We now show that such a minimizer
exists, under the above assumptions.
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THEOREM 3.1. Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, and 3.2 the associated
problem of Lagrange has a minimizer.
Proof. We begin by recalling that under the above assumptions the
associated problem of Lagrange is well defined and has a finite infimum.
We now claim that for each M G 0 the set V of all admissible trajecto-M
 .ries, x ? , for which
`
L x , x t dt F M , . .H 0 t
0
is a uniformly continuous and uniformly bounded set of functions. To see
this first suppose that the set V is not uniformly continuous. Then thereM
 .exists an « ) 0 and times t - T such that lim T y t s 0 andk k k ª` k k
functions x k g V such thatM
5 k k 5x t y x T G « . .  .k k
By Jensen's inequality we may write
Tk k kL x , x t dt .Ç .H 0 t
tk
1 1T Tk kk kG T y t L x dt , x t dt .  .ÇH Hk k 0 t /T y t T y t .  .t tk k k kk k
1 x T y x t .  .T k kk ks T y t L x dt , . Hk k 0 t /T y t T y t .  .tk k k kk
1 x T y x t .  .T k kk kL x dt ,H0 t /T y t T y t .  .tk k k kkG « .k k5 5x t y x T .  .k k
< <T y tk k
From the coercivity condition the right-hand side tends to q` as k ª `,
while the left-hand side tends to zero. Clearly this is a contradiction. To
see that V is uniformly bounded suppose that for each integer k ) 0M
k 5 k .5there exists a trajectory x g V and a time T G 0 such that x T G k.M k k
5 k 5 w xThis implies that x G k for all t g T , T q r . From the coercivity`t k k
condition on L there exists N ) 0 so that0
1 k
k k k5 5L x , x t G x G .Ç . `0 t tr r
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w xfor all k G N and almost all t g T , T q r . Thus we havek k
` T qrkk k k kM G L x , x t dt G L x , x t dt G k .  .Ç Ç .  .H H0 t 0 t
0 Tk
for all k G N. Clearly this is a contradiction.
Since the associated problem of Lagrange has a finite infimum, there
 k .`exists a sequence x of admissible trajectories such thatks1
`




i s inf L x , x t dt : x ? is admissible . .  . .ÇH 0 t 5
0
From the uniform continuity and uniform boundedness of this sequence,
 .we can assume without loss of generality that this sequence converges to
w . n w .some function x* : yr, ` ª R uniformly on compact subsets of yr, ` .
Moreover, by a standard argument using the coercivity condition, we can
also assume that this sequence has been chosen so that the sequence of
 k . 1w x n.derivatives x converges weakly in L 0, T , R , the space of vector-Ç
w xvalued Lebesgue integrable functions on 0, T , to x* for each T ) 0. ThisÇ
 .implies that x* ? is an admissible trajectory. Therefore, by appealing to
 w x.standard lower semicontinuity theorems see, e.g., Balder 2 , we have
` `
U Uk ki s lim L x , x t dt G L x , x t dt , .  . .Ç Ç .H H0 t 0 t
kª` 0 0
 .implying that x* ? solves the Associated problem of Lagrange.
4. EXISTENCE OF OVERTAKING OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
In this section we show that, under an additional convergence assump-
tion, a solution to the associated problem of Lagrange discussed in the
.last section is an overtaking optimal solution to the original problem. This
additional convergence property concerns the ``von Neumann set''
G s h , ¨ g D : L h , ¨ s 0 , 4.1 4 .  .  .0
 .which we observe is nonempty since the optimal steady state x, 0 is a
member of G.
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w x w x w xFollowing the lead of Leizarowitz 12 , Carlson et al. 4 , and Carlson 3
 w x.see also 5 , we will suppose that this set enjoys the following propety.
 . w .DEFINITION 4.1. Let T denote the set of all trajectories x ? : yr, q`
ª R n satisfying
x , x t g G a.e. on t G 0. . .Çt
 .  .We say that G has property S if x t ª x as t ª ` uniformly for all
trajectories in T. That is, for every e ) 0 there exists t ) 0 such thate
5  . 5  .x t y x - e for all x ? g T.
 .4Remark 4.1. In the event that G s x, 0 , a singleton set, the above
property is trivially true. General conditions that insure the above property
holds in a nontrivial setting are currently under investigation. At this time
we merely mention that for variational problems with no delay, this
w xproperty is discussed by Liezarowitz in 12, 11 .
To present the desired existence result we require the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1 hold and that the
 .  .set G enjoys property S . Then if x ? is any trajectory for which that
improper integral
q`
L x , x t dt 4.2 .  . .ÇH t
0
con¨erges, one has
lim x t s x . 4.3 .  .
tªq`
 .  .Proof. Let x ? be a trajectory for which the improper integral 4.2
 .converges and suppose that x ? does not converge to x as t ª q`. This
means that there exists an e ) 0 and a sequence of times T ª ` such0 k
that
5 5x T y x G e . .k 0
Ã .As a consequence of property S there exists T ) 0 such that for any
 .   .. w .trajectory s ? satisfying L s , s t s 0 a.e. on 0, q` we haveÇ0 t
5 5s t y x - e r2, . 0
Ã k n . w .for all t G T. Define the sequence x ? : yr, q` ª R by
k Ãx t s x T y T q t . .  .k
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We observe that for each T ) 0 we have
T Tk k ÃL x , x t dt s L x , x T y T q t dt .Ç Ç .  .ÃH H  /0 t 0 T yTqt kk
0 0
ÃT yTqTks L x , x t dt , . .ÇH 0 tÃT yTk
giving us
T k klim L x , x t dt s 0. .Ç .H 0 t
kªq` 0
Therefore, as a consequence of the coercivity condition, we can assume
 k .4that the sequence x ? converges to an absolutely continuous function
 . w . n w xs ? : yr, q` ª R uniformly on 0, T for each T ) 0. Further, byÃ
 w x.appealing to standard lower semicontinuity results see e.g., Cesari 6 we
have
T Tk k Ç0 s lim L x , x t dt G L s , s t dt G 0 .  .Ç Ã Ã . .H H0 t 0 t
kªq` 0 0
Ç  .. w .  .for all T ) 0. Thus, L s , s t s 0 a.e. on 0, q` and so by property SÃ Ã0 t
we have
5 5s t y x - e r2 .Ã 0
Ãfor all t G T. However, this implies that for all k sufficiently large we have
k Ã5 5e F x T y x .0
k Ã Ã Ã5 5 5 5F x T y s T q s T y x .  .  .Ã Ã
k Ã Ã5 5- x T y s T q e r2 .  .Ã 0
- e ,0
giving us the desired contradiction.
THEOREM 4.1. Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, and 3.2 hold and further
 .assume that the set G has property S . Then the infinite horizon hereditary
Lagrange problem has an o¨ertaking optimal solution.
Proof. We begin by noting that under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, and
3.2, the associated problem of Lagrange has an optimal solution which we
 .  .denote by x* ? . Now let x ? be any other admissible trajectory and
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consider for each T ) 0:
T T U UL x , x t dt y L x , x t dt .  . .  .Ç ÇH Ht t
0 0
T T U Us L x , x t dt y L x , x t dt .  . .  .Ç ÇH H0 t 0 t
0 0
T U :q p , x t y x t dt .  .Ç ÇH
0
T T U Us L x , x t dt y L x , x t dt .  . .  .Ç ÇH H0 t 0 t
0 0
 :q p , x* T y x T . .  .
Now, if
q`
L x , x t dt s q`, . .ÇH 0 t
0
  .  .then clearly we have since both x* ? and x ? are bounded by assump-
.tion that
T T U Ulim inf L x , x t dt y L x , x t dt G 0, 4.4 .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH Ht t
Tªq` 0 0
as desired. Therefore we consider what happens when
q`
L x , x t dt - q`. . .ÇH 0 t
0
In this case we have, by Lemma 4.1, that
lim x T s x , lim x* T s x , .  .
Tªq` Tªq`
 .and so, by the optimality of x* ? for the associated problem of Lagrange,
 .  .we see that 4.4 holds for this case as well. Hence, x* ? is overtaking
optimal as desired.
The above result provides conditions for the existence of an overtaking
optimal solution for the hereditary infinite horizon Lagrange problem. The
 .most difficult assumption to satisfy in this result concerns property S . In
the next section we give two examples for which this property is satisfied.
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5. EXAMPLES
In this section we present two simple examples that illustrate the utility
of our results. The first of these is a version of the classical Ramsey model
in which the rate of growth of capital is determined by the average
production rate of capital less consumer consumption. In this example
 .property S holds trivially since the set G is a singleton. The second
 .example provides a class of examples for which the property S holds,
although the set G need not be a singleton. Before proceeding with these
w xexamples we remark that in Leizarowitz 12 an example is given for which
an overtaking optimal solution does not exist. This example demonstrates
that the existence of the steady state x and the corresponding ``support
vector'' p are insufficient to ensure the existence of an overtaking optimal
 .solution and consequently something like property S is needed. We
 .note, however, that he does show that property S does indeed hold
under these two conditions in the scalar case. Finally, although the
w xexamples treated in 12 have no delay, his remarks are still applicable as
this case is a special case of the work treated here.
EXAMPLE 1. We consider the Ramsey model with delay. Specifically we
 .let x t denote the stock of capital at time t ) yr, where r ) 0 is a fixed
delay. The rate of growth of capital is determined by a production function
w .f : 0, q` ª R, a smooth, increasing, strictly concave function satisfying
f 0 s 0, lim f 9 x s q`, lim f 9 x s 0 .  .  .
q xªq`xª0
  . .here f 9 ? denotes an ordinary derivative , and through consumer con-
sumption. We assume that there is a delay in the delivery of the stock of
capital so that capital increases at a rate that equals the average value of
the rate of production over the previous time interval of length r ) 0.
Thus we have the dynamical system
1 0
x t s f x s y b x s ds y c t , a.e. for t ) 0 .  .  .  . .Ç H t tr yr
x s s f s for yr F s F 0, .  .
in which b ) 0 is a fixed positive constant representing the depreciation of
 .  .capital, c t denotes the rate of consumer consumption, and f ? is a fixed
initial condition. We additionally impose the constraints
0 F x t F x for all t G 0 . Ã
0 F c t a.e. t G 0, .
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 .in which x is the unique capital stock level satisfying f x s b x. TheseÃ Ã Ã
constraints simply state that the rate of production of capital stock,
  . .without consumer consumption i.e, c t ' 0 , is positive and that the rate
of consumer consumption is nonnegative. We measure the performance of
this system up to time T ) 0 with a cumulative social utility functional
given by
Tw xJ c s U c t dt , . .HT
0
w . w .in which U : 0, q` ª 0, q` is a smooth, increasing, strictly concave
function satisfying
U Y c F y2 M , lim U 9 c s q`, lim U 9 c s 0 .  .  .
cªq`cª0q
 .for M ) 0 a fixed constant. Our goal is to maximize J c as T ª q`. WeT
now demonstrate that this growth model has an overtaking optimal solu-
tion. We begin by recasting the model into the framework considered here
w x  4by defining L : C yr, 0 = R ª R j q` through the formula
1¡ 0
yU f h s y bh s ds y ¨ .  . .H /r yr
w xif 0 F h s F x for s g yr , 0 . Ã~L h , ¨ s .
1 0
and ¨ F f h s y bh s ds .  . .Hr yr¢q`, otherwise.
 .We observe that L ?, ? is lower semicontinuous and convex and, more-
 .  .over, if x satisfies f 9 x s b the strict concavity of U ? implies, for
 . w x0 F h s F x on yr, 0 , thatÃ
L h , ¨ y L x , 0 .  .
1 0
s U f x y b x y U f h s y bh s ds y ¨ .  .  . .  .H /r yr
G yU 9 f x y b x . .
=
1 0
f h s y bh s ds y ¨ y f x y b x .  .  . .Hr yr
s U 9 f x y b x ¨ . .
1 0
q U 9 f x y b x f x y b x y f h s q bh s ds .  .  .  . .  .Hr yr
G U 9 f x y b x ¨ . . .
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 .In the above, the last inequality follows from the fact that f ? concave and
 .  .  .b s f 9 x implies f y y b y F f x y b x for all y ) 0. Thus we have
L h , ¨ q p¨ G L x , 0 , where p s yU 9 f x y b x , .  .  . .
w xfor all h g C yr, 0 and ¨ g R. Further, the set
G s h , ¨ : L h , ¨ ' L h , ¨ y L x , 0 q p¨ s 0 4 .  .  .  .0
 .is easily seen to be the singleton set since the strict concavity of L ?, ?
implies
L h , ¨ y L x , 0 q p¨ .  .
1 0
G p f h s y bh s ds y f x q b x .  .  . .H /r yr
21 0
q M f h s y bh s ds y ¨ y f x q b x .  .  . .H /r yr
w x  .for all h g C yr, 0 and ¨ g R with equality only if both nonnegative
 .terms on the right side of the above are zero. The strict concavity of f ?
 .implies that first term on the right side is strictly positive unless h s ' x
w xfor s g yr, 0 . This of course implies that ¨ s 0 so that the second term
 .4is zero. Hence, G s h, 0 as stated above. Now, the effective domain of
L is the set
D s h , ¨ : L h , ¨ - q` 4 .  .
s h , ¨ : 0 F h s F x , yr F s F 0, .  . Ã
1 0
¨ F f h s y bh s ds y f x q b x , .  .  . .H 5r yr
so that the above inequality may be used to show that the coercivity
 . 5 5condition holds. Indeed, since h, ¨ g D implies h F x, it follows thatÃ`
  ..  .  .f h s y bh s y f x y b x is bounded. Thus we see
5 5 < <L h , ¨ r h y ¨ .  .`
1 0
G L x , 0 y p¨ y p f h s y bh s ds y f x q b x .  .  .  . .H / r yr
21 0
qM f h s y bh s ds y ¨ y f x q b x .  .  . .H / /r yr
5 5 < <r h q ¨ .`
ª q`
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5 5 < <.as h q ¨ ª q`. The only hypothesis that remains to be demon-`
strated concerns the controllability condition given in Assumption 3.2. To
 .see that this is true we observe that when the initial function f 0 ) x for
w x w . w xall s g yr, 0 we need only choose the trajectory x : 0, q` ª 0, xÃ
given by the formula
¨qt q f 0 for 0 F t F t .x t s .  x for t F t ,
q 5 5  .where ¨ F yb f and 0 F t F r are constants chosen so that x t s x.`
 .  .If f 0 - x then choose x ? to be the unique solution of the initial value
problem
1 0
x t s f x s y b x s ds .  .  . .Ç H t tr yr
x s s f s for yr F s F 0 .  .
w x  .on the interval 0, t , where t is chosen so that x t s x. That this is
 .possible follows from the fact that in the above x t ) 0. Finally ifÇ
 .  .f 0 s x then we need only take x t ' x for all t G 0. Thus we now have
shown that all of the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and there-
fore the above example has an overtaking optimal solution.
In the next example we provide a class of integrands for which the
 .convergence property S holds.
n w .EXAMPLE 2. To describe this example we let F : R ª 0, q` be a
 .convex functional with the property that F x s 0 if and only if x s 0.
w x nFurther let L : C yr, 0 ª R be a continuous linear mapping. As is welln
 w x.known see, e.g., Hale 9 the operator L has the representation
0 w xL h s dv s h s , h g C yr , 0 , .  .  .H n
yr
 .in which v s is an n = n matrix defined on yr F s F 0 whose entries are
real-valued functions of bounded variation. We further assume that the
linear hereditary system
x t s L x , t G 0, 5.1 .  .  .Ç t
is uniformly asymptotically stable. That is, we assume that the characteris-
tic equation
0
lsdet lI y e dv s s 0 .H /yr
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has roots with only negative real parts. Then for any initial function
w x  .f g C yr, 0 we have that the unique solution of 5.1 satisfying thisn
initial condition enjoys the estimate
< < yg t 5 5x t F Ke f . `
for all t G 0, in which K ) 0 and g ) 0 are constants independent of f.
n nw xFinally we let p g R be a given vector and D ; C yr, 0 = R ben
w x nconvex, closed, and bounded. With this notation we let L : C yr, 0 = Rn
 4ª R j q` be defined by
 :F ¨ y L h y p , ¨ for h , ¨ g D .  . .
L h , ¨ s .  q` for h , ¨ f D. .
Under the above hypotheses it is easy to see that the
 :L h , ¨ ' L h , ¨ y L 0, 0 q p , ¨ G 0 .  .  .0
 . w x nfor all h, ¨ g C yr, 0 = R and, since D is bounded, that the requiredn
coercivity condition holds. In addition, it is easy to see that the ``von
Neumann set'' is given by
G s h , ¨ : L h , ¨ s 0 4 .  .0
s h , ¨ g D : ¨ s L h . 4 .  .
w . nThus any trajectory x : yr, q` ª R that satisfies
x , x t g G a.e. t G 0 . .Çt
 .necessarily satisfies Eq. 5.1 and, thus, since the set D is bounded we have
 . w xthat property S holds. Therefore, for any initial condition f g C yr, 0n
that can be steered to the zero function by an admissible trajectory, there
exists an overtaking optimal solution to the problem
q`
minimize L x , x t dt . .ÇH t
0
 .over all admissible trajectories satisfying the fixed initial condition x s s
 . w xf s for s g yr, 0 .
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6. CONCLUSION
w xIn the above work we have extended the results of Leizarowitz 12 and
earlier works to the case of convex variational problems with hereditary
dynamics of finite retarded type. The results differ from those related to
previous results involving time delays in that our results permit a more
w xgeneral hereditary dependence than Carlson 3 which considers only a
w xclass of integro-differential equations and Carlson et al. 4 in which the
dynamics are described by a linear evolution equation on a Hilbert space.
While this latter paper has no specific reference to hereditary equations it
is well known that this approach may be utilized in describing linear
1, 2w x retarded systems whose state space is the Hilbert space W yr, 0 i.e.,n
the Sobelov space of square integrable functions having square integrable
. w xdistributional derivatives , instead of the Banach space C yr, 0 . Thus,n
the second example given above is not included in the semigroup approach
w xof 4 . The first example demonstrates the applicability to a version of the
classical Ramsey model of economy growth under assumptions that are
identical to those considered in the nondelay case.
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